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MATERIALS

Chee is an ornate but contemporary
bent wire chair collection designed for
comfort.
The overlapping metal wires curve out
from the frame to create a striking
geometric web. This bent wire web
supports the back and forms a seat that
is both beautifully graphic and supremely
comfortable.

A bent steel rod and wire chair treated
with three layers of protection:
zinc primer, cataphoretic dip and
powder coat.
Every chair comes with a seat pad in
matching colour made from EVA foam
and 100% Polyester fabric Ibiza,
specially treated for outdoor use.

Each design in SP01’s outdoor collection
has undergone rigorous testing to
ensure longevity even in the harshest of
environments - the Australian outdoors.

CHC

Chair available in white with seat pad in
Ibiza light greige or black with seat pad
in Ibiza black.
Optional upholstered soft seat cushion
CHCUSC available in outdoor fabrics
and indoor fabrics and leathers.

440

Suitable for indoor and outdoor use, the
Chee chair is durable and stackable up to
4 making it suitable for both commercial
interiors and the home.

DIMENSIONS

795

CHEE CHAIR

550

DESIGNER

CERTIFICATION

Tom Fereday, 2016

CATAS

580

Additional information including 2D and 3D files, care and maintenance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com
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MATERIALS

Chee is an ornate but contemporary
bent wire chair collection designed for
comfort.
The overlapping metal wires curve out
from the frame to create a striking
geometric web. This bent wire web
supports the back and forms a seat that
is both beautifully graphic and supremely
comfortable.

A bent steel rod and wire chair treated
with three layers of protection:
zinc primer, cataphoretic dip and
powder coat.
Every chair comes with a seat pad in
matching colour made from EVA foam
and 100% Polyester fabric Ibiza,
specially treated for outdoor use.

Each design in SP01’s outdoor collection
has undergone rigorous testing to
ensure longevity even in the harshest of
environments - the Australian outdoors.

CHCA

Chair available in white with seat pad in
Ibiza light greige or black with seat pad
in Ibiza black.
Optional upholstered soft seat cushion
CHCAUSC available in outdoor fabrics
and indoor fabrics and leathers.

440

Suitable for indoor and outdoor use, the
Chee chair is durable making it suitable
for both commercial interiors and the
home.

DIMENSIONS

795

CHEE CHAIR WITH ARMS

550

DESIGNER

CERTIFICATION

Tom Fereday, 2016

CATAS
630

Additional information including 2D and 3D files, care and maintenance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com
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Chee is an ornate but contemporary
bent wire chair collection designed for
comfort.
The overlapping metal wires curve out
from the frame to create a striking
geometric web. This bent wire web
supports the back and forms a seat that
is both beautifully graphic and supremely
comfortable.

A bent steel rod and wire chair treated
with three layers of protection:
zinc primer, cataphoretic dip and
powder coat.
Every chair comes with a seat pad in
matching colour made from EVA foam
and 100% Polyester fabric Ibiza,
specially treated for outdoor use.

550

570

CHBS

Optional upholstered soft seat cushion
CHBUSC available in outdoor fabrics
and indoor fabrics and leathers.

DESIGNER

CERTIFICATION

Tom Fereday, 2016

CATAS

645

Each design in SP01’s outdoor collection
has undergone rigorous testing to
ensure longevity even in the harshest of
environments - the Australian outdoors.

CHHB

855

Suitable for indoor and outdoor use, the
Chee chair is durable making it suitable
for both commercial interiors and the
home.

Chair available in white with seat pad in
Ibiza light greige or black with seat pad
in Ibiza black.

DIMENSIONS

745

MATERIALS

955

CHEE STOOLS

550

570

Additional information including 2D and 3D files, care and maintenance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com
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MATERIAL
Steel rod chair, protected by zinc primer, cataphoresis and powder coating.
Seat pad upholstered in outdoor fabric Ibiza in matching colour.
Upholstered soft seat cushion available separately.
Available in SP01’s standard indoor and outdoor fabrics and leathers or customer’s own material COM/COL.

POWDER COAT CHAIR WITH MATCHING SEAT PAD

RAL9017
powder coat
black
E02K

Ibiza
black
05D0002

RAL9002
powder coat
white
E01W

Ibiza
light greige
05L0001

CUSHION OPTIONS

CHAIR WITH INCLUDED SEAT PAD
Chee Chair CHC in powder coat black E02K
comes with matching seat pad CHSP upholstered
in Ibiza black 05D0002

CHAIR WITH EXTRA CUSHION
Chee Chair CHC in powder coat black E02K
with extra soft upholstered cushion CHCUSC
upholstered in Fez Pewter outdoor fabric

Additional information including 2D and 3D files, care and maintenance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com

